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Don’t tell Mrs. Renzel or Mrs.  Klingensmith that I am doing this.  It will be our little secret.  ;  )    Hey, Calculus is fine as long as 
it makes life easier, right?  Aren’t you getting tired of having to draw all those colored triangles on curves to try to see how the 
slope is changing over time?  Good grief, that’s ridiculous!   The power rule offers a quick and dirty way to determine 
INSTANTANEOUS SLOPES anywhere on a curve as long as you know the mathematical equation (or function) that creates that 
curve.  No more getting the ruler out and trying to kiss curves (that’s probably not very hygienic anyway).   

Here is the power rule in general       If    x(t) =  a(tb)    then      dx / dt   =  ( b a )( tb-1 )
Realize that I left out about ten steps which the calculus teachers will fill in  later.  This power rule will allow us to 
find slopes of nonlinear functions without having to plot the graphs.  If the function is x(t) then the instantaneous 
slope (also called the derivative) of that function is dx / dt.    What is this little d all about, what happened to ∆?  
Well . . .  remember that ∆  is the symbol for change?  This means a change in anything . . .  position, velocity,  
acceleration ,  the stock market ,  the temperature,  etc.  But it represents a relatively LARGE change over a long 
period of time.  So in our case,  ∆x / ∆t  =  v bar  or the average velocity.   As this change gets smaller and smaller, the 
velocity goes from average to instantaneous. It looks like this  

   ∆  ➠  ∆  ➠  ∆  ➠  ∆   ➠ ∆   ➠    ∆       ➠        d

Think of a d as a baby ∆, it represents such an infinitesimally small change, it just doesn’t deserve a full grown ∆ .  
When it goes from  ∆x / ∆ t  to  dx/dt  you go from average velocity to instantaneous velocity.  

So let’s practice the power rule.  What would be the slope (derivative) of the function   x(t) =  6t⁴?  
The power rule says we bring the power (exponent)  down front , multiply it with the coefficient, then subtract one 
from the power.  

                            dx / dt   =  (4) (6) t³  =   24 t³

1.) The position function is  x(t) = 2t³        2.)  The position function is     x(t) =  4t3 + 3t2  +  7t
     Plot the function and its three derivative.     Plot the function and its three derivatives.    

Function                         Function
        x(m)         x (mi)

         t(s)                t (hr)

     v(m/s)           v (mi/hr)

          t(s)  t (hr)

a(m/s/s)   a(mi/hr/hr)

          t(s)  t (hr)

j(m/s/s/s)
       j (mi/hr3)
                 t(s)                              t (hr)



3.) An object moves along the x axis according to the equation:  x(t) = (3.0t2  -  4.0t  +  8.0)  m

A.) Is this function an example of the 2nd Orange Equation? If not, tell why not.  If so, show it in the 2nd Orange form and list 
what each of the following variable are  vo   ,    xo  ,    a

B.) What is the equation for the velocity?

C.) What is the equation for the acceleration?

D.) What is the instantaneous velocity at 3.0 sec?   What is the instantaneous velocity at 5.0 sec?  

E.) Therefore, what is the average velocity      Plot the v vs. t graph          v(t)         
      between those 3.0 and 5.0 seconds? for this function and 
      Remember the equation for avg. vel? show the v(3),  v(5) 

and avg. v between them.                                              t

F.)  From the graph in part E. above, can you figure out when the object will turn around? 

4.)  An object moves along the x axis according to the equation   x(t) = (5.0t3  -  3.0t2  +  7.0) m.       
A.) What is the function of the velocity of the object?

B.) What is the function of the acceleration of the object?         What is the function of the jerk of the object? (Remember units)

C.) Determine the instantaneous acceleration at t = 2.0 sec and  t = 4.0 sec.

   a

D.) Determine the average acceleration from t = 2.0 sec  to t = 4.0 sec
Graph  a vs. t and show these three accelerations a(2) , a(4) ,  and avg. a.

    t

E.) In 3E above, you could use the equation we learned a few weeks ago    average velocity  = (v0  +  vf) / 2 

Explain why the average velocity between time  a  and time b  in THIS problem is NOT found using  [v(a) + v(b) ] / 2 
     For a trio:             For a quartet:

Sketch two graphs                                    v       v
to help you explain 




